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BLUE AND WHITE DRAGON 

GINGER JAR LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain ginger jar lamp with blue and white dragon design, carved details, and 

antique finish. Comes on an acrylic base with white box pleated shade. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 30" H Item Number:  1942BUP $840.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE DRAGON 

GINGER JAR LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain ginger jar lamp with blue and white dragon design, carved details, and 

antique finish. Comes on an acrylic base with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 30" H Item Number:  1942RDP $780.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE DOUBLE 

GOURD LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain double gourd vase lamp with blue and white bird and flower design. 

Comes on an acrylic base with white bell shade. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 19" H Item Number:  1907RDP $522.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE GOURD 

LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain gourd lamp with blue and white eight treasure design on acrylic base. 

Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time so we can 

ensure a close match. 

Size: 32" H Item Number: 1870RDP $882.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE CANDLE 

HOLDER LAMPS 

Reproduction porcelain candle holder lamp with blue and white design. Comes as a pair on acrylic 

bases. 

All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time so we can 

ensure a close match. 

Size: 33" H Item Number: 1865RDP $642.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE BIRD 

AND FLOWER VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain vase lamp with blue and white bird and flower design. Comes on hand-

gilded gold leaf base with white box pleated shade. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 25" H, 14” W (with shade), 7” W Item Number: 1845GL $612.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE DOUBLE 

GOURD LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain double gourd vase lamp with blue and white bird and flower design on 

acrylic base. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time so we can 

ensure a close match. 

Size: 27" H Item Number: 1731RDP $612.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE DRAGON 

JAR LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain jar lamp with blue and white dragon design. Comes on an acrylic base with 

linen shade.  All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time 

so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 24" H Item Number: 1720L $672.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE JAR LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain jar lamp with blue and white dragon design on acrylic base with flare 

shade. 

All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time so we can 

ensure a close match. 

Size: 24" H Item Number: 1720RDP $672.00 MSRP       
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BLUE & WHITE TEA TIN LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain tea tin jar lamp with blue and white foo dog design. Comes with a 0.5″ 

trim white drum shade. 

All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time so we can 

ensure a close match. 

Size: 29" H Item Number: 1715RD $852.00 MSRP       
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SMALL BLUE AND WHITE 

DOUBLE HAPPINESS LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain jar lamp with blue and white double happiness design on acrylic base with 

0.5″ trim drum shade. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 17" H Item Number: JDZL-1189RDP $347.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE FIGURES 

GINGER JAR LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain ginger jar lamp with blue and white figures design and carvings. Comes on 

an acrylic base with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 29" H Item Number: JDZL-1274RDP $840.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE BIRD AND 

FLOWER GINGER JAR LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain ginger jar lamp with blue and white bird and flower design. Comes on an 

acrylic base with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. Made with foot-stomped clay. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 34" H Item Number: JDZL-1336RDP $1,062.00 MSRP       
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SMALL BLUE AND WHITE 

CANTON BEAKER LAMP 

Small reproduction porcelain ball beaker lamp with blue and white Canton design and carvings on 

the side. Comes on an acrylic base with 0.5″ trim white drum shade. Features real brass hardware 

with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 22.5" H Item Number: JDZL-1432RDP $476.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE DOUBLE 

GOURD LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain double gourd vase lamp with blue and white eight treasure design. Comes 

on an acrylic base with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 30" H Item Number: JDZL-1597RDP $612.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE PALM 

FLORAL LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain vase with blue and white palm leaf and flowers design. Comes on an 

acrylic base with 0.5″ trim white drum shade. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed 

antique finish. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 21" H Item Number: JDZL-1719RDP $357.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE FIGURES 

GINGER JAR LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain ginger jar lamp with blue and white figures design. Comes on a wood base 

with white bell shade. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 36" H Item Number: JDZL-5008 $732.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE DOUBLE 

HAPPINESS VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain vase lamp with blue and white double happiness design. Comes on an 

acrylic base with 0.5″ trim drum shade. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique 

finish. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 32" H Item Number: JDZL-5039RDP $642.00 MSRP       
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BLUE & WHITE VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain vase lamp with blue and white Canton design. Comes on an acrylic base 

with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 31" H Item Number: JDZL-6062RDP $612.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE DOUBLE 

HAPPINESS VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain vase lamp with blue and white double happiness design and carved foo 

dog handles. Comes on an acrylic base with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. Features real brass 

hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 29" H Item Number: JDZL-8012RDP $492.00 MSRP       
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SMALL BLUE AND WHITE 

FIGURES LAMP 

Porcelain ginger jar with blue and white children design on acrylic base with 0.5″ trim drum shade. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 17" H Item Number: JDZL-1190RDP $372.00 MSRP       
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SQUARE BLUE AND WHITE 

FOO DOG TEA CADDIE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain square tea caddie lamp with blue and white foo dog and flower design. 

Comes on a hand-gilded gold leaf base with a 0.5″ trim square drum shade in white. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 26" H Item Number: JDZL-1276AGL $822.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE BIRD 

AND FLOWER JAR LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain jar lamp with blue and white bird and flower design. Comes on an acrylic 

base with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. Made with foot-stomped clay. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 22.5" H Item Number: JDZL-1338RDP $522.00 MSRP       
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SMALL BLUE AND WHITE 

FLORAL TEA CADDIE LAMP 

Small round reproduction porcelain tea caddie lamp with blue and white floral design. Comes on 

an acrylic base with white drum shade. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 12.5" H Item Number: JDZL-1433RDP $347.00 MSRP       
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BLUE & WHITE EIGHT 

TREASURES GINGER JAR 

LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain ginger jar lamp with blue and white eight treasures design. Comes on a 

wood base with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 30" H Item Number: JDZL-1598 $747.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE DRAGON 

JAR LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain jar lamp with blue and white dragon design. Comes on an acrylic base with 

0.5″ trim drum shade in white. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 26" H Item Number: JDZL-1720RDP $672.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE FOO 

DOG JAR LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain jar lamp with blue and white foo dog design. Comes on an acrylic base 

with a 0.5″ trim drum shade. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 34" H Item Number: JDZL-5008ARDP $732.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE BEAKER 

VASE LAMP 

Small reproduction porcelain beaker vase lamp with blue and white eight treasures design. Comes 

on a hand-gilded gold leaf base with 0.5″ trim white drum shade. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 22" H Item Number: JDZL-6071GL $547.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE DOUBLE 

HAPPINESS VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain vase lamp with blue and white double happiness design and carved foo 

dog handles. Comes on a wood base with white bell shade. Features real brass hardware with hand-

rubbed antique finish. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 32" H Item Number: JDZL-8013 $570.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE TEA TIN 

LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain tea tin lamp with blue and white bird and flower design. Comes with 0.5″ 

trim drum shade in white. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 29" H Item Number: JDZL-1236RD $847.00 MSRP       
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SQUARE BLUE AND WHITE 

FOO DOG TEA CADDIE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain square tea caddie lamp with blue and white foo dog and flower design. 

Comes on an acrylic base with 0.5″ trim square drum shade in white. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 26" H Item Number: JDZL-1276ASDP $642.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE 

FIGURES JAR LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain jar lamp with blue and white figures design. Comes on an acrylic base with 

0.5″ trim drum shade in white. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 22.5" H Item Number: JDZL-1339RDP $522.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE MING 

VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain vase lamp with blue and white Ming design and antique finish. Made with 

foot-stomped clay. Comes on an acrylic base with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 23.5" H Item Number: JDZL-1442RDP $552.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE EIGHT 

TREASURES BEAKER LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain ball beaker vase lamp with blue and white eight treasures design. Comes 

on an acrylic base with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. Features real brass hardware with hand-

rubbed antique finish. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 31" H Item Number: JDZL-1599ARDP $672.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE 

HAWTHORNE JAR LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain jar lamp with blue and white Hawthorne design. Comes on an acrylic base 

with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 24" H Item Number: JDZL-1723RDP $547.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE FIGURES 

GINGER JAR LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain ginger jar lamp with blue and white figures design on acrylic base with 0.5″ 

trim drum shade. 

All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time so we can 

ensure a close match. 

Size: 36" H Item Number: JDZL-5008RDP $732.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE 

HAWTHORNE JAR LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain jar lamp with blue and white Hawthorne design. Comes on an acrylic base 

with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 29.5" H Item Number: JDZL-6002RDP $822.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE TEMPLE 

JAR LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain temple jar lamp with blue and white eight treasures design. Comes on a 

wood base with a white bell shade and foo dog finial. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 22" H Item Number: JDZL-6072 $462.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE DOUBLE 

HAPPINESS VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain vase lamp with blue and white double happiness design and carved foo 

dog handles. Comes on an acrylic base with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. Features real brass 

hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 31" H Item Number: JDZL-8013RDP $570.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE CANTON 

JAR LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain jar lamp with blue and white Canton design on acrylic base with 0.5″ trim 

drum shade in white. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 24.5" H Item Number: JDZL-1249ARDP $525.00 MSRP       
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SQUARE BLUE AND WHITE 

WARRIOR TEA CADDIE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain square tea caddie lamp with blue and white warrior design. Comes on a 

hand-gilded gold leaf base with 0.5″ trim square drum shade in white. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 26" H Item Number: JDZL-1276GL $822.00 MSRP       
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SMALL BLUE AND WHITE 

CANTON JAR LAMP 

Small reproduction porcelain jar lamp with blue and white Canton design. Comes on wood base 

with white bell shade. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 17" H Item Number: JDZL-133B $275.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE MING 

GOURD LAMP 

Tall reproduction porcelain gourd lamp with blue and white Ming design. Made with foot-stomped 

clay. Comes on an acrylic base with 0.5″ drum shade in white. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 30.5" H Item Number: JDZL-1444RDP $547.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE EIGHT 

TREASURES VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain vase lamp with blue and white eight treasures design. Comes on an acrylic 

base with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique 

finish. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 31" H Item Number: JDZL-1599RDP $612.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE 

CALLIGRAPHY VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain mei ping shaped lamp with blue and white Chinese calligraphy design. 

Comes on a wood base with white bell shade. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 29" H Item Number: JDZL-1735 $667.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE BEAKER 

VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain beaker vase lamp with blue and white figures design. Comes on wood base 

with white empire shade. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 31" H Item Number: JDZL-5014 $642.00 MSRP       
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BLUE & WHITE VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain vase lamp with blue and white figures design. Comes on a wood base with 

a white bell shade. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. Handmade and 

hand decorated.  

Size: 33" H Item Number: JDZL-6032 $542.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE PALM 

FLORAL LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain vase with blue and white palm leaf and flowers design. Comes on an 

acrylic base with 0.5″ trim white drum shade. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed 

antique finish. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 21" H Item Number: JDZL-1719RDP $372.00 MSRP       
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BLUE & WHITE FIGURES 

GINGER JAR LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain ginger jar lamp with blue and white figures design. Comes on a wood base 

with white bell shade. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 36" H Item Number: JDZL-5008 $732.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE DOUBLE 

HAPPINESS VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain vase lamp with blue and white double happiness design. Comes on an 

acrylic base with 0.5″ trim drum shade. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique 

finish. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 32" H Item Number: JDZL-5039RDP $642.00 MSRP       
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BLUE & WHITE VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain vase lamp with blue and white Canton design. Comes on an acrylic base 

with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 31" H Item Number: JDZL-6062RDP $612.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE DOUBLE 

HAPPINESS VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain vase lamp with blue and white double happiness design and carved foo 

dog handles. Comes on an acrylic base with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. Features real brass 

hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 29" H Item Number: JDZL-8012RDP $492.00 MSRP       
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SMALL BLUE AND WHITE 

FIGURES LAMP 

Porcelain ginger jar with blue and white children design on acrylic base with 0.5″ trim drum shade. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 17" H Item Number: JDZL-1190RDP $372.00 MSRP       
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SQUARE BLUE AND WHITE 

FOO DOG TEA CADDIE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain square tea caddie lamp with blue and white foo dog and flower design. 

Comes on a hand-gilded gold leaf base with a 0.5″ trim square drum shade in white. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 26" H Item Number: JDZL-1276AGL $822.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE BIRD 

AND FLOWER JAR LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain jar lamp with blue and white bird and flower design. Comes on an acrylic 

base with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. Made with foot-stomped clay. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 22.5" H Item Number: JDZL-1338RDP $522.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE MING 

GOURD LAMP 

Tall reproduction porcelain gourd lamp with blue and white Ming design. Made with foot-stomped 

clay. Comes on an acrylic base with 0.5″ drum shade in white. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 30.5" H Item Number: JDZL-1444RDP $552.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE EIGHT 

TREASURES VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain vase lamp with blue and white eight treasures design. Comes on an acrylic 

base with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique 

finish. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 31" H Item Number: JDZL-1599RDP $612.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE 

CALLIGRAPHY VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain mei ping shaped lamp with blue and white Chinese calligraphy design. 

Comes on a wood base with white bell shade. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 29" H Item Number: JDZL-1735 $659.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE BEAKER 

VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain beaker vase lamp with blue and white figures design. Comes on wood base 

with white empire shade. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 31" H Item Number: JDZL-5014 $642.00 MSRP       
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BLUE & WHITE VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain vase lamp with blue and white figures design. Comes on a wood base with 

a white bell shade. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. Handmade and 

hand decorated.  

Size: 33" H Item Number: JDZL-6032 $542.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE SQUARE 

TEA CADDIE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain square tea caddie lamp with blue and white Canton design. Comes on a 

wood base with a white cut corner square inverted corners shade. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 27.5" H Item Number: JDZL-6088 $762.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE LADIES 

BEAKER LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain beaker lamp with blue and white ladies design. Comes on a wood base 

with white bell shade. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 29" H Item Number: JDZL-90 $582.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE CANTON 

JAR LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain jar lamp with blue and white Canton design on acrylic base with 0.5″ trim 

drum shade in white. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 24.5" H Item Number: JDZL-1249ARDP $525.00 MSRP       
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SQUARE BLUE AND WHITE 

WARRIOR TEA CADDIE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain square tea caddie lamp with blue and white warrior design. Comes on an 

acrylic base with 0.5″ trim square drum shade in white. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 26" H Item Number: JDZL-1276SDP $642.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE BIRD AND 

FLOWER GINGER JAR LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain ginger jar lamp with blue and white bird and flower design. Comes on an 

acrylic base with modern empire hardback shade in white. Made with foot-stomped clay. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 29" H Item Number: JDZL-1348MEP $780.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE BEAKER 

VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain beaker vase lamp with blue and white nature design. Comes on an acrylic 

base with a 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 31" H Item Number: JDZL-1449RDP $612.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE BIRD 

AND FLOWER VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain vase lamp with blue and white bird and flower design. Comes on a brass 

base with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 28" H Item Number: JDZL-1630RDBR $630.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE BIRD 

AND FLOWER DOUBLE 

GOURD LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain double gourd vase lamp with blue and white flower design. Comes on an 

acrylic base with 0.5″ trim white drum shade. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 23" H Item Number: JDZL-1736RDP $439.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE DOUBLE 

HAPPINESS JAR LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain jar lamp with blue and white double happiness design. Comes on a wood 

base with white empire shade. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 22.5" H Item Number: JDZL-5037 $492.00 MSRP       
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BLUE & WHITE JAR LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain jar lamp with blue and white peacock design. Comes on a wood base with 

a white empire shade. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 33" H Item Number: JDZL-6047 $672.00 MSRP       
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BLUE & WHITE CANTON 

SQUARE TEA CADDIE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain square tea caddie lamp with blue and white Canton design. Comes on a 

hand-gilded gold leaf base with 0.5″ trim square drum shade in white. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 27" H Item Number: JDZL-6088GL $897.00 MSRP       
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BLUE & WHITE BIRD AND 

FLOWER TEA CADDIE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain tea caddie lamp with blue and white bird and flower design. Comes on a 

wood base with a white bell shade. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 29" H Item Number: JDZL-9036 $732.00 MSRP       
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BLUE & WHITE BIRD AND 

FLOWER TEA CADDIE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain tea caddie lamp with blue and white bird and flower design. Comes on a 

hand-gilded gold leaf base with a white bell shade. 

Handmade and hand decorated. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match.  Measurements are approximate. 

Size: 30.5" H Item Number: JDZL-9036GL $852.00 MSRP       
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